THE WATERS UNDER THE EARTH
Photo by Gavin Newman

When Wookey 22 was discovered in April 1971 the flow of the water was lost and instead an
abandoned fossil passage was followed to regain the river in Chamber 24. Chapter 13 tells the full
story of these discoveries and it was not until the early part of the 21st century that this missing
section of the River Axe was finally located.
The first efforts in finding the course of the river from Wookey 24 to Wookey 22 took place on
12th August 1984 when Rob Harper undertook an investigation of the point at which the River Axe
sinks just downstream of Sting Corner. In drought conditions he found a tight rift which widened
out at depth. Rob returned a week later in the company of Simon Brooks when he dived the passage
wearing two small 4 litre cylinders and reached a depth of 2.7 m before the passage became too
narrow. The way on was seen to continue tight with the widest point being at different levels.
Rob came back to the area on 27th March 1993, where (after looking at Pleasant Valley Sunday)
he and Tom Chapman examined the boulder pile just downstream of Sting Corner and found a small
static sump. On 7th April 1994, Mike Barnes and Rob made the first dives in this new sump using
single kit. On closer examination it was found to take a fair current and proved to be the downstream
continuation of Sting Corner sink. On that occasion it was pushed for 4m in a tight rift. The route
continued and the line reel was left in place but it was not until January 1995 that it was revisited.
The water levels were now sufficiently high for the flow to be reversed with a stream draining all
the 23-24 sumps. Mike dived the tight rift in a very strong current to check on the flow at the bottom
of the rift. This as expected was the same. He followed the rift at floor level for about 10 m to where
it started to widen out. However on a base-fed line Mike felt unhappy and returned.
Mike Barnes came back to the site on 10th June 1995 when the water level had dropped about
1 m and a waterfall was falling into the pool. On descending with a full line reel he found the
situation somewhat unnerving as everything was a mass of bubbles. After 12 m the passage had
widened to about 1.5 m and started to descend. He dropped down the narrow rift to a depth of 3.5 m.
Due to the lack of belays Mike returned removing the line.
A year later conditions were more favourable and with water levels very low, Mike Barnes soon
reached his previous limit laying a new line in this tight rift. Progress at floor level was easiest and
after 5 m a route up the rift was found surfacing in a wider continuation with fast flowing water.
This was found to sump again after 30 m. Pete Bolt and Tim Chapman managed to squeeze over
the top of the sump without diving but this was only due to the very dry conditions. Tim and Mike
returned on 21st September that year and took advantage of the drought conditions to bypass Sump
1. Mike tied on a reel to a submerged boulder and set off. The rift continued as before for only a
few metres before it dropped down a small pot. The passage was found to be a much higher and
narrower rift and continued descending, the roomiest section again being at floor level. At a depth
of 12 m, progress was only possible by traversing across the rift following the flow. Mike had three
lengths of plastic pipe to jam across the rift for belays but these were soon used up, so at a depth of
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14 m, Mike cut the line and exited. The passage was seen to continue but
the route would require very careful lining to be safe. Tim Chapman, Jon
Edwards and Clive Stell looked at this area in the spring of 1998, but did
not progress beyond Mike’s limit.

Fig. 25.1
Mike Thomas and Mike Barnes,
Wookey Resurgence in 1996.
Photo by Martyn Farr

The next phase of exploration of the course followed by the River
Axe was to change location to the vicinity of Wookey 22. Although the
area had been thoroughly searched during the 1970s, the discovery of
the flood overflow route via Chamber 23 had lessened the impetus to try
for a direct route.
On 13th July 2001, Mike Thomas and Malc Foyle planned a trip to
22 to test some of Malc’s diving kit that had not been used in a while.
Both divers planned to surface in the left hand sump pool in 22. The
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visibility was very good and Mike was swimming well off the line using Malc as a ‘lighthouse’.
Progressing from the Edmunds Chamber junction to surface in 22, Mike decided to swim up the
far left hand wall. On reaching a depth of 3 m he swam over a flat sandy area with obvious flow
marks, and on further investigation a sloping bedding plane passage heading off into the distance
was found. Upon surfacing Mike rather excitedly called Malc over and positioned him at the start
of the passage again to act as a beacon. As Mike had no line real and was approaching thirds, only
a brief examination was possible. He went in about 5 m and confirmed the passage continued but it
was low; about 0.5 m high and about 5 m across. Mike struggled to get into this passage due to the
flow coming out, but thought that this had to be the water that disappears at Sting Corner in Wookey
24. The divers headed back to Chamber Nine and a return was planned – and then it rained!
It was not until 24th February 2002 that Mike Thomas was able to return to the fray. Even
though the visibility was only about 3 m he decided to have another look at the 22 inlet passage.
A part-used 6 litre cylinder was used to get to 22 leaving the diver with two full 7 litre cylinders
for exploration. The flow coming out of the passage was very high and Mike just managed to pull
his way into the low section and jam himself between the roof and the floor. Twenty metres of
progress was made at a depth of 3 m before Mike retreated due to a complete lack of line belays and
continuing low passage. The line was removed on the way out. While slowly exiting to the 22 sump
pool one regulator started breathing wet and on stripping the second stage back in the pool, debris
was found under the exhaust diaphragm. This was removed and the diver returned to Chamber 9
with all valves working.
Another dive was planned for 17th March but conditions in the cave were still very poor. Mike
took some lead weight belays through to the start of the passage in 22 and after stashing these he had
a good look around. He found that the floor at 6 m depth gave a little more room to manoeuvre.
Better conditions were present on 13th April when Mike Thomas got in the water early in order
to beat a ‘cast of thousands’ who were also planning to dive. Mike swam to 22, again using a partused 6 litre cylinder which was dropped in the sump pool. This time he followed the floor of the
inlet passage at 6 m depth making 20 m of progress until it got too tight and he became forced back

Fig. 25.2
Helen Rider leaving Chamber 3
Photo by Martyn Farr
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up to 3 m depth. Another 15 m of line was laid until the bedding again got too constricted. Mike
could not find anywhere to tie the line off so it was removed again. From his limit of 35 m from
Chamber 22, he could see another 8-10 m, but it showed no sign of getting bigger. On returning
to the 22 sump pool he had problems with debris under both exhaust diaphragms again and both
regulators had to be stripped and cleaned before returning to Chamber Nine.
The inlet passage starts low (about 0.5 m high) at the beginning, decreasing to about 0.3 m at the
furthest point with a lot of loose material on the floor and roof of the passage – this was what was
causing Mike problems with wet breathing valves.
On 2nd May Mike installed a permanent line between the main dive line in Wookey 22 and
the start of the 22 Inlet Passage – a distance of 27 m at a depth of 3 m. This trip was followed up
by a series of dives by Pete Mulholland and Andy Stewart who pushed the ongoing tight inclined
bedding passage to a distance of 80 m from the line junction. In order to make the route safe,
they installed some plastic stemples along the bedding in order to keep the line in the widest part
of the passage.
At the invitation of Pete Mullholland and Mike Thomas, I visited the 22 Inlet Passage on 10th
May 2003. It was the day of the CDG AGM and dinner held in Somerset that year and there were
a lot of divers in the cave. Clad in a wetsuit with a pair of 12 litre cylinders, I squeezed my way to
the end of the line with a fresh reel but found that there was ample line already on the reel left in
situ. Another 20 m of line was laid out in a low, inclined bedding until air margins forced a retreat.
The line reel was jammed across the passage which appeared to continue in the same fashion as far
as I could see.
No further visit was made until 19th June 2004 when I adopted a drysuit and smaller 7 litre
cylinders with a 12 litre stage tank to get me to 22. Some plastic stemples were installed along the
previous section of line that I had laid in order to safeguard my return. Only a further 5 m of line
was laid to reach a 1 m high cross-rift where the reel was belayed. The passage continues small
ahead and is in the flow but I felt that more air reserves were required. Even though the end is only
just over 100 m from ‘safety’ in Chamber 22 the passage is very awkward to traverse and (as Mike
Thomas found) quite aggressive towards one’s diving gear.
Whether the flooded passage between Chamber 22 and Chamber 24 can be fully explored by
cave divers remains to be seen, but it would be interesting to be able to submerge beneath the River
Axe at the resurgence and surface in the grandeur of Wookey 24. Well over 100 m of ‘missing’
streamway remains to be entered in the phreas between 22 and 24 with the passage probably
continuing north from 22 in a straight line course for 24 with no let up in its awkward nature.
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